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A ontinuous operator extending fuzzy ultrametrisI. Stasyuk, E.D. TymhatynAbstrat. We onsider the problem of simultaneous extension of fuzzy ultramet-ris de�ned on losed subsets of a omplete fuzzy ultrametri spae. We on-strut an extension operator that preserves the operation of pointwise minimumof fuzzy ultrametris with ommon domain and an operation whih is an ana-logue of multipliation by a onstant de�ned for fuzzy ultrametris. We provethat the restrition of the extension operator onto the set of ontinuous, partialfuzzy ultrametris is ontinuous with respet to the Hausdor� metri topology.Keywords: fuzzy ultrametri, ontinuous extension operator, Hausdor� metriClassi�ation: 54A40, 54C20, 54E701. IntrodutionThe theory of extensions of metri strutures started with Hausdor�'s result [7℄stating that every ompatible metri on a losed subset of a metrizable topologialspae admits an extension to a ompatible metri on the whole spae. Hausdor�'stheorem has been generalized and redisovered by many authors and results onextensions of metris that are analogues of those on extending funtions have beenobtained. Also, extensions for speial lasses of metris suh as omplete, onvex,Lipshitz and ultrametris have been onstruted. The problem of onstrutingontinuous, linear operators extending the one of ontinuous metris de�ned ona losed subset of a metri spae was posed and solved for some speial ases byC. Bessaga (see [2℄). T. Banakh [1℄ was �rst to give its omplete solution (seealso [11℄ and [19℄). The obtained results are analogues of the Dugundji extensiontheorem for ontinuous funtions. Further generalizations in this diretion aredone in onstrutions of simultaneous extensions of metri strutures, i.e., in thease of variable domains. The seond named author and M. Zarihnyi in [17℄obtained a ounterpart for metris of the result of H.P. K�unzi and L. Shapiro [8℄on simultaneous, linear, ontinuous extensions of ontinuous funtions de�ned onompat subsets of a metri spae (see also [16℄). The same authors in [18℄ on-struted a ontinuous operator simultaneously extending ontinuous ultrametrisde�ned on losed subsets of a ompat, zero-dimensional metri spae (see [15℄for its generalizations to the non-ompat ase).The �rst named author was supported by Ontario MRI Postdotoral fellowship at NipissingUniversity for advaned study and researh in Mathematis. The seond named author wassupported in part by NSERC grant No. OGP 0005616.



612 I. Stasyuk, E.D. TymhatynIn the urrent note we onsider the problem of simultaneous extensions of fuzzyultrametris. There are several approahes to de�ning fuzzy metris and fuzzyultrametris and we will use those introdued by A. George and P. Veeramani in[4℄ and D. Mihet� in [9℄. It is known that for a fuzzy ultrametri spae there existsan ultrametri ompatible with its topology and so the spae is zero-dimensional(see e.g. [5℄). A. Savhenko and M. Zarihnyi in [14℄ proved that every fuzzyultrametri ompatible with the topology of a losed subspae of a fuzzy, sepa-rable, zero-dimensional, metrizable spae an be extended to a ompatible fuzzyultrametri on the whole spae. A. Savhenko in [13℄ onstruted a ontinuousextension operator for stationary fuzzy metris de�ned on losed subsets of aompat metrizable spae. We onstrut an operator extending fuzzy ultramet-ris de�ned on variable, losed subsets of a omplete fuzzy ultrametri spae. Ourextension operator preserves minima of fuzzy ultrametris with ommon domainsand also preserves the analogue of the operation of multipliation by a onstantfor fuzzy (ultra)metris desribed in [14℄. We prove that the restrition of theextension operator onto the set of ontinuous partial fuzzy ultrametris is ontin-uous in the sense that if graphs of fuzzy ultrametris onverge in the Hausdor�metri then their extensions onverge uniformly on ompat sets.2. PreliminariesWe are going to reall some basi de�nitions and fats from the theory of fuzzymetri spaes.De�nition 1. A binary operation � : [0; 1℄� [0; 1℄! [0; 1℄ is said to be a t-normif � is assoiative, ommutative, a � 1 = a for every a 2 [0; 1℄ and a � b �  � dwhenever a �  and b � d for any a; b; ; d 2 [0; 1℄.If the map � is also ontinuous then it is alled a ontinuous t-norm.De�nition 2. A triple (X;M; �) is alled a fuzzy metri spae if X is a nonemptyset, � is a ontinuous t-norm and M is a fuzzy set on X �X � (0;1) with thefollowing properties for every x; y; z 2 X and t; s > 0:1) 0 < M(x; y; t) � 1;2) M(x; y; t) = 1 if and only if x = y;3) M(x; y; t) =M(y; x; t);4) M(x; y; t) �M(y; z; s) �M(x; z; t+ s);5) M(x; y; �) : (0;1)! (0; 1℄ is ontinuous.De�nition 3. Let (X;M�) be a fuzzy metri spae. For x 2 X , r 2 (0; 1) andt > 0 the set B(x; r; t) = fy 2 X : M(x; y; t) > 1 � rg is alled the open ball ofradius r entered at x with respet to t.It is known that the family of all open balls in a fuzzy metri spae forms abase of a topology whih is always metrizable.



A ontinuous operator extending fuzzy ultrametris 613De�nition 4. Let (X;M; �) be a fuzzy metri spae. A sequene fxng in X isalled Cauhy if for every " 2 (0; 1) and every t > 0 there exists a positive integern0 suh that M(xn; xm; t) > 1� " whenever n;m > n0.De�nition 5. A fuzzy metri spae is alled omplete if every Cauhy sequenein it is onvergent.De�nition 6. A fuzzy metri spae (X;M; �) is alled stationary if M does notdepend on t that is M(x; y; t) =M(x; y; s) for every x; y 2 X and t; s > 0. In thisase M is said to be a stationary fuzzy metri.De�nition 7. A map M : X � X � (0;1) is alled a fuzzy pseudometri if itsatis�es onditions 1), 3), 4) and 5) of De�nition 2 and additionally20) M(x; y; t) = 1 whenever x = y for every t > 0.One an give examples of several standard ontinuous t-norms suh as the min-imum ^, the produt � or the Lukasiewiz t-norm L de�ned by xLy = maxf0; x+y � 1g.De�nition 8. A triple (X;M; �) is alled a fuzzy ultrametri spae if X is anonempty set, � is the minimum ^ and M is a fuzzy set on X � X � (0;1)satisfying onditions 1), 2), 3) and 5) of De�nition 2 and moreover40) M(x; y; t) �M(y; z; s) �M(x; z;maxft; sg).It is known (see [9℄) that 40) is equivalent to the onditionM(x; y; t) �M(y; z; t) �M(x; z; t)for every x; y; z 2 X and t > 0. Further throughout this paper we assume thatthe t-norm � is the minimum ^.Suppose that (X;M;^) is a omplete fuzzy ultrametri spae. Then themap dM : X � X ! [0;1) de�ned by dM (x; y) = 1 � inft>0M(x; y; t) for ev-ery x; y 2 X is known to be an ultrametri on X (see [5, Corollary 27℄). Re-all that this means that dM satis�es the strong triangle inequality dM (x; y) �maxfdM (x; z); dM (z; y)g for every x; y; z 2 X . So (X; dM ) is a bounded ultra-metri spae. Denote by exp(X) the set of all losed, nonempty subsets of Xendowed with the Hausdor� metri topology generated by dM . The Hausdor�distane generated by dM between A;B 2 exp(X) is de�ned by the formulaHdM (A;B) = max�supa2A dM (a;B); supb2B dM (b; A)� :It is known that the Hausdor� distane generated by an ultrametri is an ultra-metri itself. Therefore, (exp(X); HdM ) is a bounded ultrametri spae.For every A 2 exp(X) let F(A) stand for the set of all fuzzy ultrametris on A.Note that the set F(A) is losed under the operation ^ applied pointwise to itselements. Also for every  2 (0; 1℄ and N 2 F(A) the map �N : A�A� (0;1)de�ned by  � N(x; y; t) = 1 �  + N(x; y; t) for x; y 2 A and t > 0 is a fuzzy



614 I. Stasyuk, E.D. Tymhatynultrametri on A (see [14, Lemma 3.7℄). We will use the symbol � later to indiatethe desribed above operation applied to any real funtion, not neessarily a fuzzyultrametri. We write domN = A if N 2 F(A). Let F = SfF(A) : A 2exp(X); jAj � 2g be the family of all partial fuzzy ultrametris de�ned on losed,non-degenerate subsets of X . Here we assume that j domN j � 2 for every N 2 Fto avoid trivialities. For every N 2 F let�N = inffN(x; y; t) : (x; y; t) 2 domN � domN � (0;1)g:Note that �N 2 [0; 1) for every N 2 F beause there are at least two distintpoints in domN for every N 2 F . We onsider the problem of simultaneousextension of the elements of F over X .Let K = f(x;A) 2 X � exp(X) : x 2 Ag and let � be the ultrametri on theset X � exp(X) de�ned as �((x;A); (y;B)) = maxfdM (x; y); HdM (A;B)g for all(x;A); (y;B) 2 X � exp(X). Thus, K is a losed subset of X � exp(X). Denoteby S((x;A); r) the open ball of radius r > 0 entered at (x;A) in the metrispae (X � exp(X); �). Let N+ stand for the set of all positive integers and letRX�X�(0;1) denote the set of all real-valued funtions on X �X � (0;1).3. Extension of fuzzy ultrametrisIn order to onstrut an extension operator for fuzzy ultrametris we will needthe following result from [15℄:Lemma. For a omplete ultrametri spae Y let expY be the set of its losedand bounded subsets with the Hausdor� metri. Then there exists a uniformlyontinuous funtion f : Y � expY ! Y suh that f(y;B) 2 B for every y 2 Y ,B 2 expY and f(y;B) = y whenever y 2 B.The following theorem extends in several ways the result of A. Savhenko andM. Zarihnyi (see [14, Theorem 3.15℄).Theorem 1. Let (X;M;^) be a omplete fuzzy ultrametri spae. There existsan operator u : F ! F(X) with the following properties for every N;P 2 F and 2 (0; 1℄:(a) u(N) extends N over X that is u(N)(x; y; t) = N(x; y; t) for every x; y 2domN and t > 0;(b) u(�N) = � u(N);() u(N ^ P ) = u(N) ^ u(P ) whenever domN = domP ;(d) �u(N) = �N .Proof: It is easy to hek that the ultrametri spae (X; dM ) is omplete sinethe orresponding fuzzy ultrametri spae (X;M;^) is. Sine (X; dM ) is boundedwe an apply the above lemma to �nd a uniformly ontinuous funtion f : X �exp(X)! X suh that f(x;A) 2 A for every x 2 X , A 2 exp(X) and f(x;A) = xwhenever x 2 A.



A ontinuous operator extending fuzzy ultrametris 615For every i 2 N+ letVi = fS((x;A); 1=i) : (x;A) 2 X � exp(X)g:Sine in every ultrametri spae two balls of the same radius either oinide orhave empty intersetion, the members of Vi are pairwise disjoint. Reall thatK = f(x;A) 2 X � exp(X) : x 2 Ag.For every i 2 N+ let Vi = SfU 2 Vi : U \ K 6= ;g. So Vi is both open andlosed in X � exp(X) and K � Vi+1 � Vi for every i 2 N+ . ThenWi = fVig [ fV 2 Vi : V \K = ;gis a pairwise disjoint lopen over of X� exp(X) and Wi+1 is a re�nement of Wi.For eah i 2 N+ de�ne a map wi : exp(X)! RX�X as followswi(A)(x; y) = ( 12 if (x;A) and (y;A) lie in distint elements of Wi;1 if (x;A) and (y;A) lie in the same element of Wifor every A 2 exp(X) and x; y 2 X . Let w : exp(X) ! RX�X be de�ned by theformula w(A)(x; y) = mini2N+�1i � wi(A)(x; y)�for x; y 2 X and A 2 exp(X). We now verify that the map w is well-de�ned. IfA 2 exp(X) and x; y 2 X with x = y or x; y 2 A then wi(A)(x; y) = 1 for everyi 2 N+ . Then 1i � wi(A)(x; y) = 1� 1i + 1i wi(A)(x; y) = 1for every i 2 N+ and we obtain w(A)(x; y) = 1.Now suppose that x 6= y and x; y are not both in A. Then there exists i0 2 N+suh that (x;A) and (y;A) belong to di�erent elements of the over Wi0 andthus, wi0 (A)(x; y) = 1=2. This means that wi(A)(x; y) = 1=2 for every i > i0.We obtain for every i > i01i0 � wi0 (A)(x; y) = 1� 1i0 + 1i0wi0(A)(x; y)= 1� 1i0 + 12i0 = 1� 12i0 < 1� 12i = 1� 1i + 12i= 1� 1i + 1i wi(A)(x; y) = 1i � wi(A)(x; y):Therefore, w(A)(x; y) = min1�i�i0 �1i � wi(A)(x; y)�



616 I. Stasyuk, E.D. Tymhatynand the map w is well-de�ned. Note that the map w(A) is ontinuous with respetto x and y for every A 2 exp(X) due to the properties of the funtions wi(A) andontinuity of the operations min and �.Sine �N 2 [0; 1) we get (1� �N ) 2 (0; 1℄ for every N 2 F .De�ne a map u : F ! RX�X�(0;1) by the formulau(N)(x; y; t) = minfN(f(x; domN); f(y; domN); t); (1� �N )�w(domN)(x; y)gfor N 2 F , x; y 2 X and t > 0.Now we are going to show that u(N) is a fuzzy ultrametri on X for everyN 2 F . Let N 2 F be �xed.It is lear that the funtion N 0 : X �X � (0;1) de�ned byN 0(x; y; t) = N(f(x; domN); f(y; domN); t)is a fuzzy ultrapseudometri on X .Eah map wi(domN) is a stationary fuzzy ultrapseudometri on X beause if(x; domN) and (y; domN) belong to di�erent elements of the over Wi, that iswi(domN)(x; y) = 1=2 then for arbitrary z 2 X we have either wi(domN)(x; z) =1=2 or wi(domN)(y; z) = 1=2. Thus,wi(domN)(x; y) ^ wi(domN)(y; z) � wi(domN)(x; z):So we onlude that 1i �wi(domN) is a stationary fuzzy ultrapseudometri on Xfor every i 2 N+ and, therefore, so are eah of w(domN) and (1��N )�w(domN).This means that u(N) is a fuzzy ultrapseudometri onX as the minimum of twofuzzy ultrapseudometris on X . To show that u(N) is atually a fuzzy ultrametrihoose any distint x; y 2 X . If x; y 2 domN then by the properties of the map fwe have f(x; domN) = x 6= y = f(y; domN). So N(f(x; domN); f(y; domN); t)= N(x; y; t) < 1 and therefore, u(N)(x; y; t) < 1 for every t > 0. If x and yare not both in domN then as we noted before there exists i0 2 N+ suh that(x; domN) and (y; domN) belong to di�erent elements of the overWi0 and thus,wi0 (domN)(x; y) = 1=2 and1i0 � wi0(domN)(x; y) = 1� 1i0 + 12i0 = 1� 12i0 :We obtain(1� �N )� w(domN)(x; y) = �N + (1� �N )w(domN)(x; y)� �N + (1� �N )� 1i0 � wi0(domN)(x; y)�= �N + (1� �N )�1� 12i0� < 1:As before we get u(N)(x; y; t) < 1. Therefore, u(N)(x; y; t) = 1 if and only ifx = y and we see that u(N) is a fuzzy ultrametri on X .



A ontinuous operator extending fuzzy ultrametris 617To show that u(N) extends N over X for every N 2 F , take any x; y 2domN and t > 0. By the properties of the maps f and fwigi2N+ we obtainf(x; domN) = x, f(y; domN) = y and wi(domN)(x; y) = 1 for every i 2 N+ .Then 1i � wi(domN)(x; y) = 1 � 1=i+ 1=i = 1 for every i 2 N+ and we obtainw(domN)(x; y) = 1. Also, sine(1� �N )� w(domN)(x; y) = �N + (1� �N ) = 1we get u(N)(x; y; t) = minfN(x; y; t); 1g = N(x; y; t). So u is an extension ope-rator.Now let us show that u(�N) = � u(N) for every  2 (0; 1℄. Fix N 2 F and 2 (0; 1℄. Let B = domN = dom(�N). Then w(domN) = w(dom( �N)) =w(B).Note that if 1; 2 2 (0; 1℄ then (12)� w(B) = 1 � (2 � w(B)). Indeed,(12)� w(B) = 1� 12 + 12w(B) = 1� 1 + 1(1� 2 + 2w(B))= 1 � (1� 2 + 2w(B)) = 1 � (2 � w(B)):Also, ��N = �1�+N = inff1� + N(x; y; t) : x; y 2 B; t > 0g= 1� +  inffN(x; y; t) : x; y 2 B; t > 0g = 1� + �N :Therefore,(1� ��N )� w(B) = (1� 1 + � �N )� w(B) = ((1� �N ))� w(B)= � ((1� �N )� w(B)) = 1� +  � ((1� �N )� w(B)):For every x; y 2 X and t > 0 we obtainu(�N)(x; y; t) = minf�N(f(x;B); f(y;B); t); (1� ��N)� w(B)(x; y)g= minf1� + N(f(x;B); f(y;B); t); 1� +  � ((1� �N )� w(B)(x; y))g= 1� + minfN(f(x;B); f(y;B); t); (1� �N )� w(B)(x; y)g= 1� + u(N)(x; y; t) = � u(N)(x; y; t):So u preserves the operation �.Let us now prove that the operator u preserves minima of fuzzy ultrametris.Let N;P 2 F with domN = domP = A. Then w(dom(N ^ P )) = w(A). Weobtain�N^P = inffminfN;Pg(x; y; t) : x; y 2 A; t > 0g= minfinffN(x; y; t) : x; y 2 A; t > 0g; inffP (x; y; t) : x; y 2 A; t > 0gg= �N ^ �P :



618 I. Stasyuk, E.D. TymhatynAlso, (1� �N^P )� w(A) = (1� �N ^ �P )� w(A)= �N ^ �P + (1� �N ^ �P )w(A) = w(A) + (�N ^ �P )(1� w(A))= minfw(A) + �N (1� w(A)); w(A) + �P (1� w(A))g= ((1� �N )� w(A)) ^ ((1� �P )� w(A)):Therefore, for every x; y 2 X and t > 0 we obtainu(N ^ P )(x; y; t) = minf(N ^ P )(f(x;A); f(y;A); t); (1� �N^P )� w(A)(x; y)g= minfminfN(f(x;A); f(y;A); t); P (f(x;A); f(y;A); t)g;(1� �N ^ �P )� w(A)(x; y)g= min�N(f(x;A); f(y;A); t); P (f(x;A); f(y;A); t);(1� �N )� w(A)(x; y); (1 � �P )� w(A)(x; y)	= u(N)(x; y; t) ^ u(P )(x; y; t; ):Finally we show that �u(N) = �N for every N 2 F . On the one hand sineu(N) is an extension of N over X we see that �u(N) � �N . On the other handsine(1� �N )� w(domN)(x; y) = �N + (1� �N )w(domN)(x; y) 2 (�N ; 1℄for every x; y 2 X we see that u(N)(x; y; t) � �N for all x; y 2 X and t > 0.Therefore, �u(N) � �N . Combining the above we obtain the equality �u(N) =�N . �4. Continuity of the extension operatorTo be able to talk about ontinuity properties of the extension operator uonstruted in the previous setion we need to topologize the set of partial fuzzyultrametris in some reasonable way. We onsider this problem for a partiularase of ontinuous fuzzy ultrametris. For every A 2 exp(X) let FC(A) � F(A)be the set of all ontinuous fuzzy ultrametris on A (i.e. every element of FC(A)is a ontinuous map on the produt X �X � (0;1)). Let FC = SfFC(A) : A 2exp(X); jAj � 2g. We identify every fuzzy ultrametri P from FC with its graph�P = f(x; y; t; P (x; y; t)) : x; y 2 domP; t 2 (0;1)gwhih is a losed subset of the spae X �X � (0;1)� (0; 1℄. Let � be the metrion X �X � (0;1)� (0; 1℄ de�ned by�[(a; b; t; s); (a0; b0; t0; s0)℄ = dM (a; a0) + dM (b; b0) + jt� t0j+ js� s0jfor a; b; a0; b0 2 X , t; t0 2 (0;1) and s; s0 2 (0; 1℄. Reall that dM is the ultra-metri on X de�ned by the formula dM (x; y) = 1 � inft>0M(x; y; t) for every



A ontinuous operator extending fuzzy ultrametris 619x; y 2 X. The notion of the Hausdor� distane an be applied not only to losedand bounded subsets of a metri spae but more generally to all its losed subsets(see for instane [3, x3.2℄). Let H� be the Hausdor� distane on exp(X � X �(0;1) � (0; 1℄) generated by the metri �. Then H� takes values in [0;1℄. Weonsider FC as a subspae of the metri spae (exp(X �X� (0;1)� (0; 1℄); H�).Note that even though the graphs of partial fuzzy ultrametris are unboundedsets, the Hausdor� distane between any two of them is always �nite and is infat less than 3. The unboundedness of graphs ours due to the fator (0;1)and all graphs extend inde�nitely along this axis while the other fators X and(0; 1℄ are bounded. So (FC; H�) is a bounded metri spae.Theorem 2. The restrition ujFC : FC ! FC(X) is ontinuous with respetto the topology on FC generated by the Hausdor� metri and the topology onFC(X) of uniform onvergene on ompat sets.Proof: First note that it is lear that u maps every ontinuous fuzzy ultrametrito a ontinuous fuzzy ultrametri on X sine it is de�ned as a omposition ofontinuous funtions. We have to show that if fPng is a sequene in FC onvergingto P 2 FC then u(Pn) onverges to u(P ) uniformly on ompat subsets of X �X � (0;1). Let fPng be a sequene in FC suh that H�(�Pn ;�P ) ! 0 forsome P 2 FC. This implies domPn ! domP in exp(X) and also �Pn ! �Pas n ! 1. Let domPn = Cn for every n 2 N+ and domP = C. First let usprove that w(Cn) onverges to w(C) uniformly on X � X . Reall that � is anultrametri on X � exp(X) given by�((x;A); (y;B)) = maxfdM (x; y); HdM (A;B)gfor all (x;A); (y;B) 2 X � exp(X) where HdM is the Hausdor� ultrametri gen-erated by dM . Choose any i0 2 N+ . Sine Cn ! C there exists n0 2 N+ suhthat HdM (C;Cn) < 1=i0 for n > n0. Let x; y 2 X . We obtain�((x;Cn); (x;C)) < 1i0 and �((y; Cn); (y; C)) < 1i0for n > n0. This means that(x;Cn); (x;C) 2 Wi0 �Wi0�1 � � � � �W1and (y; Cn); (y; C) 2W 0i0 �W 0i0�1 � � � � �W 01;where Wi;W 0i 2 Wi, i 2 f1; : : : ; i0g (reall that fWig1i=1 is the system of ov-ers of the spae X � exp(X) de�ned in the proof of Theorem 1). Therefore,wi(Cn)(x; y) = wi(C)(x; y) for i 2 f1; : : : ; i0g. Now for i1; i2 > i0 and n > n0 weobtain ���� 1i1 � wi1(C)(x; y) � 1i2 � wi2 (Cn)(x; y)����



620 I. Stasyuk, E.D. Tymhatyn� ���� 1i1 � 1i2 ����+ ���� 1i1wi1(C)(x; y) � 1i2wi2(Cn)(x; y)����� 2minfi1; i2g < 2i0 :We get jw(C)(x; y) � w(Cn)(x; y)j < 2=i0 and so w(Cn) onverges to w(C) uni-formly on X �X .Using the fat that the numerial sequene f�Png onverges to �P we see thatthe sequene f(1 � �Pn) � w(Cn)g onverges uniformly to (1 � �P ) � w(C) onX �X .Now �x arbitrary " > 0. Let f(xn; yn; tn)g be a sequene in X � X � (0;1)onverging to some point (x0; y0; t0). We are going to prove that u(Pn) onvergesontinuously to u(P ) on X � X � (0;1) whih in our ase is equivalent to theuniform onvergene on ompat subsets ofX�X�(0;1) (see [10, p. 109℄). So weneed to show that the sequene fu(Pn)(xn; yn; tn)g onverges to u(P )(x0; y0; t0).Sine P is ontinuous at the point (f(x0; C); f(y0; C); t0) one an �nd Æ > 0 suhthat jP (a; b; t)� P (f(x0; C); f(y0; C); t0)j < "2for every a; b 2 C with dM (a; f(x0; C)) < Æ, dM (b; f(y0; C)) < Æ and jt� t0j < Æ.Sine Cn ! C as n!1 and f is (uniformly) ontinuous, there is n1 2 N+ suhthatdM (f(x0; C); f(xn; Cn)) < Æ; dM (f(y0; C); f(yn; Cn)) < Æ and jt0 � tnj < Æ2for all n > n1.Sine �Pn ! �P as n!1, there is n2 2 N+ suh that for every n > n2 thereexist an; bn 2 C, sn > 0 withdM (an; f(xn; Cn)) < Æ; dM (bn; f(yn; Cn)) < Æ; jsn � tnj < Æ2and jP (an; bn; sn)� Pn(f(xn; Cn); f(yn; Cn); tn)j < "2 :Sine dM is an ultrametri we obtaindM (f(x0; C); an) < Æ; dM (f(y0; C); bn) < Æ and jt0 � snj < Æfor every n > maxfn1; n2g. Therefore,jP (f(x0; C); f(y0; C); t0)� Pn(f(xn; Cn); f(yn; Cn); tn)j� jP (f(x0; C); f(y0; C); t0)� P (an; bn; sn)j+ jP (an; bn; sn)� Pn(f(xn; Cn); f(yn; Cn); tn)j< "2 + "2 = ":



A ontinuous operator extending fuzzy ultrametris 621From the fat that (1��Pn)�w(Cn) onverges uniformly to (1��P )�w(C) onX �X we getj(1� �Pn)� w(Cn)(xn; yn)� (1� �P )� w(C)(x0; y0)j ! 0; n!1whih implies ju(Pn)(xn; yn; tn)� u(P )(x0; y0; t0)j ! 0; n!1:So the restrition ujFC : FC ! FC(X) is a ontinuous map. �
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